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Enhance your business with the twin power of Zoho + Dotsquares
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  Why Choose Zoho CRM
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      Cost Effective

       Zoho CRM empowers 250,000+ global businesses to deliver fantastic customer experiences and drive remarkable growth.
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  Ease to Configure

  As easy as drag and drop, Zoho CRM is incredibly simple to set up and configure.
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  Low Code 

  Create Custom workflows with No code or Low Code
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  Selective Sharing

  User level sharing even based on a field.

  

  

  
  
  

  
  
  

  

    
  
    
    
    
    
    Zoho CRM Integration CapabilitiesExpand your Business Possibilities
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                  Marketing
                
              

            

            
              
                Setup Marketing Campaigns, Emails, SMS & What's App journeys to communicate more efficiently.
              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Chatbot
                
              

            

            
              
                Zoho SalesIQ offers your marketing, sales, and support teams the digital customer engagement tools to communicate with every site visitor at every stage of the customer lifecycle.
              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Contracts, eSigning, Form and Survey
                
              

            

            
              
                Automate documents, Contracts for eSign and Capture data from Forms and Surveys in to Zoho CRM.
              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Service Desk - Ticketing System
                
              

            

            
              
                Zoho Desk helps you simplify customer service operations, improve agent productivity, and deliver lasting customer experiences.
              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Projects
                
              

            

            
              
                Plan your Projects | Track work efficiency |Collaborate Globally and Integrate with Zoho CRM
              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Zoho One
                
              

            

            
              
                The only solution your Business will ever need. With more than 40 plus applications streamline your business in one suite of Applications. At Dotsquares will help you implement any Zoho app.
              

            

          

        

          
      

      

    

    
    
  
  
  
  
  
  ZOHO Certifications

   Our developers have the proof of Know-how and have demonstrated expertise in one or more of Zoho Applicaitons .
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  Business User Certification

  Our Certified developers can build simple applications that has few forms and reports, using Zoho Creator and integrate them with any Zoho or Third-party applications.
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  Zoho CRM Certified Admin

  Our team of CRM certified Administrators can customize, implement and Integrate
    Zoho CRM as per any business needs.
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  Zoho Creator Certified Developer

  Our Certified developer has a solid grasp of
    Zoho Creator concepts, and are comfortable in building simple to complex applications. 

  

  

  

  

  

  
    
    
    
    
    Our Process

    
    We follow a simple roadmap to success

    

    

    

    
    
    
    
    Service Strategy & Design

    [image: Sales]

    
    
    Understand your needs.

    
    Analyze your requirements.

    Design a Scope of Work

    Project Proposal with Time line

    Review and Confirm

    

    

    
    
    
    Service Transition

    [image: Sales]

    
    
     Visualization and Develop  UI to enrich better UX.

     Our best developers will deploy the agreed design.

    Agile Management  Development will be tested by you and feedback will be built with int he project

    

    

    
    
    
    Service Operations / Delivery

    [image: Sales]

    
    
      Compliance.  We perform UAT with you to ensure quality standards are met as per your expectations.

      LaunchWe launch the product upon approval.

    

    

      
      
      Continual Service Improvements

      [image: Sales]

      
      
        Compliance. We will provide training to your staffs your needs.

        Launch Post Implementation System and process check.

        Support  undivided attention and support to all our customers.

      

      

    

    

    
    
    
      
      
      
      
          Choose from wide range of Services to revolutionize your business Zoho Bundles 
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      Zoho One

      A cloud-based CRM solution that helps businesses manage leads, contacts, sales, marketing, and customer support, with powerful automation and analytics capabilities.
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      Zoho People Plus

      An email marketing automation platform that helps businesses design, send, and track email campaigns, newsletters, and autoresponders, with advanced analytics and segmentation.
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      Zoho CRM Plus

      A social media management platform that allows businesses to manage multiple social media accounts, schedule posts, track performance, and engage with customers, all in one place.
      

      

      

      

      

      
  
  
  
  
  
  Zoho for Sales and Marketing   
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  Zoho CRM

  A cloud-based CRM solution that helps businesses manage leads, contacts, sales, marketing, and customer support, with powerful automation and analytics capabilities.
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  Zoho Campaigns

  An email marketing automation platform that helps businesses design, send, and track email campaigns, newsletters, and autoresponders, with advanced analytics and segmentation.
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  Zoho Social

  A social media management platform that allows businesses to manage multiple social media accounts, schedule posts, track performance, and engage with customers, all in one place.
  

  

  

  

  

  
  
  
    
    
    
    
    Zoho for HR   
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    Zoho People

    A cloud-based HR management software that helps businesses streamline HR operations, automate HR workflows, and manage employee data with several features..
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    Zoho Recruit

    A recruitment software that helps businesses manage hiring processes, track job applicants, and collaborate with hiring teams, with features such as resume parsing and job posting..

    

    

    
    

    

    
  
    
      
      
      
      
      Zoho for Finance & Operations  
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      Zoho Books

      A cloud-based accounting software that helps businesses manage their finances, automate workflows, and make informed decisions, with features such as invoicing, expense tracking etc.
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      Zoho Projects

      Zoho Projects is a cloud-based project management software that offers features such as task management, collaboration, time tracking, and project
        reporting.
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        Zoho Inventory

        A cloud-based inventory management software that helps businesses streamline their operations, track inventory levels, and manage orders and
          shipments.

        

        

        

      

      
  
      
    
      
      
      
      
      Build Business reports & Dashboards  
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      Zoho Creator

      A low-code application development platform that enables businesses to create custom web and mobile apps, without the need for coding expertise, with automation & integration capabilities.
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      Zoho Analytics

      A business intelligence and analytics platform that helps businesses make data-driven decisions, with features such as data visualization, reporting, and predictive analytics, all in one place.
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        Zoho Desk

        A cloud-based help desk software that streamlines customer support operations, with features such as ticket management, automation, self-service portals, and advanced analytics.

        

        

      

      

      
    

  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  Industries We’ve Helped Transform  Digitally with Our Solutions 

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  
  01
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  Law Industry

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  02
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  Travel & Hospitality

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  03
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  B2B Solutions

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  04
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  B2C Solutions

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  05
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  Banking & Finance

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  06
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  Healthcare

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  07
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  Education & e-Learning

  

  

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  Case Studies 

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  Funactive LTD CRM

  The objective of the project is to implement Party Packages Bookings and Payment system using Zoho CRM. They need the setup of the Zoho CRM & Zoho Books to manage Bookings Sales operations into Zoho CRM and Zoho Books to manage invoicing with accounting for their organization.

  

  

  
  
  Pay Advice System In The Zoho Crm

  Client owns therapeutic bed company and deals in distributing, selling medically sanctioned sleeping solutions, such as official medical grade memory beds which are designed for day to day personalized comfort, products aimed at offering therapeutic release for specific disabilities, electric bed and recliner lift chair.

  

  

  
  
  Getmeds

  The client wanted a solution where all their leads can come to one place and categorize their growing client base into the sales pipeline and also get the potential people with the right information through CRM. Payo integration was needed with the Zoho CRM for the shipment.

  

  

  
  
  Zoho One implementation Bigpurple Phone

  The objective of the project is to implement Zoho One Products for the Big purple phone organization Operations and sales processes Management optimization & improvements. Also, we need to integrate third-party solutions such as Shopify and 3CX with Zoho CRM and other products.

  

  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  Choose Us Because

  
  We’re efficiently effective!
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  22+ years experience in the industry
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  Streamlined Communication System
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  Proven Methodologies
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  Competitive Pricing
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  Source Code Authorization
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  Comprehensive Reporting
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  Security and IP Protection
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  Well versed with MVC Structure
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  Quality Network & Zero Downtime
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  Flexible Engagement Models
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  Best-in-industry quotations
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  Hire from a pool of highly Proficient Developers

  

  

  

  
  
  

  
        

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        Our Work In The Spotlight!
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                                                    Didgly
                                                

                                                Didgly saves users time by immediately centralizing images throughout your team, with photos pinned to plans and maps in the cloud. Organized, allowing you to generate reports in minutes rather than hours.
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                                                    Challenge Packaging Website
                                                

                                                Challenge packing is a service provider developed using wordpress. We offer exceptional levels of reliability across the region.
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                                                    High Tournaments
                                                

                                                We have created a platform for gamers to participate in events
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                                                    National Association of State Foresters
                                                

                                                A non-profit organization that represents the directors of the state forestry agencies from all fifty states, the District of Columbia and seven U.S. territories. We also implement the e-commerce store with donate facility.
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                                                    CUDESIGN
                                                

                                                Building - Interior decorators and designers
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                                                    United Site Serviecs
                                                

                                                United Site Services is the leading provider of porta potty rentals in the United States with 100+ locations serving over 115,000 customers from coast to coast. Our experienced teams of industry professionals are dedicated to making your project or event a success by providing Service .
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                                                    Seizethemarket
                                                

                                                This is a true lead to close all-in-one solution. It includes everything from over a dozen different buyer and seller lead generation strategies to transaction management, referral touches, open house and client event management, automated dialer, expired & FSBO data delivery, project management.
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                                                    Texas Star hvacr
                                                

                                                Texas Star Heating & Cooling is a company thats been installing and repairing air conditioning systems and gas furnace for over 30 years now.
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                                                    s4 Light
                                                

                                                S4 Lights is a leading wholesale supplier of architainment lighting to theme parks, municipalities, botanical gardens, malls, zoos, event planners, landscapers and interscapers. We provide lighting professionals with innovative lighting technologies.
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                                                    Hewer fm
                                                

                                                Hewer facilities management is the area's preferred choice for building services, installation and maintenance. Our business deals with mechanical and electrical services, plumbing, heating and renewable energy.
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                                                    Smart WFM
                                                

                                                Website for an advisory and implementation consultancy which empowers the workforce and works to maximise people value, productivity and experience.
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                                                    Artwork Network
                                                

                                                Online Art gallery where artists can create a public portfolio (or for some subscriptions, the unbranded personal portfolio) allows artists to easily collect payment and keep their sales process organized. Art Consulting service uses Collection Boards to offer personalized selections.
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                                                    Smart Thumper
                                                

                                                SmartThumper measures the stiffness of lumber or boards with the iPhone/iPod touch. This app was developed to measure the stiffness of lumber and custom wood sizes to improve construction projects. Stiffness and strength of wood products are statistically correlated.
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                                                    Park Dubbo
                                                

                                                Dubbopark is designed to assist in the management of parking facilities. DUBBO PARK provides its clients a complete audit trail of every parking debt uploaded onto the platform, from the Initial creation, to the closing of a debt.
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                                                    AudioBooster
                                                

                                                Audio Booster is more than a music player with an extra ordinary feature "Audio Boost". With Audio Boost you can play music in one device and connect other devices to get a Boost in music volume without internet and mobile data connection.
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                                                    MCS Connect
                                                

                                                MCS Connect has a few automated processes running in its background, and performs as a system that is typically used to generate invoices, process orders other than managing any orders for chords.
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                                                    Supervan 247
                                                

                                                This site is developed in WordPress with woo-commerce. This site allows the admin to set delivery postal codes for the restaurants. The customer enters a postal code and sees available restaurants in that postal code.
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                                                    Event Calendar
                                                

                                                 In Dynamic CRM, keeps a quick observation on all the activities or tasks running daily in various teams. Managing a bundle of appointments, service activities, number of phone calls, important dates, lists of tasks are tough to keep on your fingertips daily.
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                                                    Byte Night
                                                

                                                Action for Children's biggest annual fundraiser; national sleep-out event. Grown to UK 10 top locations, this mass participation charity event is the largest charity sleep-out having raised over 9.6 million since the first event.
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                                                    So Smart Money
                                                

                                                We, at Team In India, developed a website people can reach out to for mortgage and insurance advice. Users can seek advice related to mortgage, life insurance cover, protecting income, home insurance or contents, and private medical cover.
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                                                    Click Clean Clothes
                                                

                                                Click Clean Clothes provides a stress free state of the art professional Dry Cleaning & Laundry service including Free collection & delivery. 
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                                                    Take 5
                                                

                                                A safety app suite for Construction, Mining, Manufacturing, Industrial and Heavy equipment service industries. The Take5 is an app containing 5 separate reporting apps, a Take5-T5, a Hazard Report-H5, a Prestart Check-P5, a Safety Check-S5 and a Incident5-I5.
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                                                    PCM
                                                

                                                
PCM

Parking Control Management (UK) Ltd are proud to present our own application. The app allows users to protect their valuable parking zones from unauthorised parking. PCM have created a simple yet effective solution that keeps the users details confidential and avoids confrontation.
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                                                    Relaxez et dormez bien
                                                

                                                Relax and Sleep Well is a high-quality self-hypnosis application created by Glenn Harrold, adapted and guided in French by Marjolaine Lemieux, hypnotherapist graduated from EFPHQ (Quebec Hypnosis Professional Training School.
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                                                    Sleep Meditations for Kids by Christiane Kerr Calming Bedtime Relaxation Stories
                                                

                                                This is a superb high quality children's meditation app by leading yoga teacher and Montessori teacher Christiane Kerr.
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                                                    Solfeggio Relax and Sleep Meditation by Glenn Harrold and Ali Calderwood
                                                

                                                Download now this powerful app and discover why Glenn Harrold and Ali Calderwood's Solfeggio Sound Healing Meditations are having such a profound impact on people.
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                                                    Ultimate Weight Loss by Glenn Harrold
                                                

                                                Ultimate Weight Loss by Glenn Harrold is a high quality hypnosis and meditation app that will give you all the tools you need to lose weight and get fit and healthy. When your mental programming is right, eating healthily and exercising regularly will become normal and natural.
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                                                    Relax and Sleep Well by Glenn Harrold
                                                

                                                Relax & Sleep Well is a high quality hypnosis and meditation app by best-selling self-help audio author Glenn Harrold. This fantastic app consists of 4 free hypnotherapy and meditation recordings and over 80 in-app purchase options covering insomnia, stress, anxiety, mindfulness, sleep, weight-loss.
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                                                    Location Finder
                                                

                                                Location Finder will helps you to navigate the nearest places (like ATM, Restaurants,Airport etc.) from your current location.
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                                                    Book a Builder
                                                

                                                tool to receive push notifications of local job alerts, get testimonials from customers, pictures of previous work, etc. for more details contact www.bookabuilderuk.com
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                                                    Take5
                                                

                                                A safety app for Construction, Mining, Manufacturing, Industrial and Heavy equipment service industries. The Take5 and Hazard Reports meet the safety regulations of international regulating bodies and were created in alignment with the Australian WHS Act and WHS Reg. requirements.
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                                                    Fifit
                                                

                                                Our client wanted us to make an app that could fit in people who have busy and hectic lifestyles, and are looking to get fit, healthy and ultimately burn fat. The app includes 14 days of delicious and easy to follow healthy recipes.
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                                                    East End Tandoori
                                                

                                                Requiring Android 3.0 and up, the app allows for customers to order food online and get it delivered to their door step. Unlike most online food ordering systems, East End Tandoori makes it easier for customers to make their orders through phone. 
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                                                    Parking Control Management
                                                

                                                An Android app having a current version of 1.6, and made to allow users to protect their valuable parking zones from unauthorised. At team In India, we deployed our best designers and developers to make this app, making the best parking control management. 
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                                                    My ClockedIn
                                                

                                                Designed for the mobile workforce - created to efficiently measure employee time and work activities and create digital timesheets that can be exported to Microsoft Excel and used for payroll. 
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                                                    Relax and Sleep Well
                                                

                                                The app designed for Android platform works as a powerful hypnosis and healing meditation tool that will help you to sleep well every night. There are two free tracks - Relax & Sleep Well and the Solfeggio 639 Hz Sonic Meditation - plus over 70 healing hypnosis .
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                                                    South Coast Skips
                                                

                                                A website of waste management company which offering skip, plant, excavator and road sweeper hire services, land remediation and earth moving services, aggregate supplies. Also, you can book the waste services and pay through website.
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                                                    Home Care
                                                

                                                A licensed MOT testing station for cars where you can book the online services of MOT with complete Garage service.
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                                                    MOTs Brighton
                                                

                                                A licensed MOT testing station for cars where you can book the online services of MOT with complete Garage service.
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                                                    Free Sprit Yoga
                                                

                                                A longest serving yoga holiday company provides a huge range of yoga holiday in UK.
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                                                    Engineering People
                                                

                                                A job portal for engineer and employer where engineers can find the great job and employer can find the best engineers.
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                                                    Prep Tours
                                                

                                                This website offers different packages of Professional Real Estate Photography.
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                                                    Cosmetic Redress
                                                

                                                It allows practitioners to comply with their legal requirement under the ADR Regulations 2015 to signpost consumers to a government authorised consumer redress scheme and to settle or resolve complaints made by consumers against our Members.
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                                                    Purlfrost
                                                

                                                The website has a huge range of wall and window stickers these are film alternatives to blinds and curtains for use in homes, and practical solutions for office glass partitions and retail shop windows. Here are also a range of stair stickers as well as printed wall murals for better options.
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                                                    Call CIA
                                                

                                                This project relevant to the service cloud, this is the call popup that will open on any incoming calls. We have created a chrome extension popup. First we create REST API that will receive the incoming call information from the Client API and check incoming phone number to the Existing contacts.
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                                                    The Chicken Tractor
                                                

                                                McCallum Made products are all designed to make your chicken keeping experience simple for you and safe for your chickens. By purchasing a McCallum Made chicken coop, you provide your birds with a clean, safe, pest-free habitat and in return you receive wonderful wholesome eggs.
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                                                    Farnaz Global
                                                

                                                Farnaz Wallace is a thought leader, author, speaker and management consultant.
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                                                    Keynest
                                                

                                                An application designed to save time for key collection and drop off. An electronic keynest is deployed at the buildings from where the keys can be collected and placed. App allows hosts to add keys to the system and drop the keys at key store that will be collected by their guest. 
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                                                    Print website
                                                

                                                Here at printed.com we like to describe ourselves as an easy-to-use online print destination that puts the power back in your hands.
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                                                    QRcode-Barcode Scanner
                                                

                                                QRcode Barcode Scanner is versatile QR code scanner application that can be used by using the camera on your phone in a user-friendly way. QR scanner for Android devices will instantly scan QR code and identify the data adhere to the code.
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                                                    Vandu Language Services
                                                

                                                Vandu Language Services offers interpreting and translation services in over 100 languages.
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                                                    Palmtree
                                                

                                                Palmtree is a customizable, mobile compliance app that allows employees easy access to your compliance program, whenever, wherever.
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                                                    Workking
                                                

                                                Job portal. Website is to provide tools for both the Job Seeker and Employer to optimize the Job seekers chances of obtaining employment and to provide tools to the Employer to more easily identify and choose the best candidate to fill their vacant positions.
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                                                    Journey CRM
                                                

                                                SPP allows you to measure each and every enquiry for maximum conversion rate-SPP is a nurturing tool designed to overcome objection and gain trust, through the lead cycle.
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                                                    Warewolf
                                                

                                                Informational site which provides information regarding their services, different pricing packages, etc.
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                                                    Shout About Us
                                                

                                                Shout about us collect of different locations from social sites like Google, Facebook , Yelp and send to customers on daily, weekly monthly basis.
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                                                    Neural networks
                                                

                                                Its an easy to navigate and is your go to place for program information specific to you. This is where you will find any online inventories you might be asked to complete, the dates of face-to-face workshops that you have been scheduled to attend.
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                                                    GGT Solutions
                                                

                                                This site provides information regarding services provided by the company.
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                                                    Paspic
                                                

                                                Online passport photo service - Paspic.com is the online solution for creating a high quality international and UK passport photograph, just like in a regular passport photo booth.
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                                                    Needle Work Tours
                                                

                                                Needlework Tours Pvt Ltd (ACN 137 275 202) is an independently owned Company run by Tour Manager Maureen Laughlin and her husband Simon. It is a specialist tour company that has for a number of years conducted Needlework and Stately Homes Tours throughout the UK, Ireland, France, and Italy.
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                                                    Orlando4 Villas
                                                

                                                Vacation rental booking system - Orlando4Villas is a full service vacation rental company specializing in short term vacation rentals in Orlando Florida for owners and property managers.
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                                                    St. George Vacation Rentals
                                                

                                                St. George Vacation Rentals has a huge selection of a vacation rental homes for user.
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                                                    1 Stop Instruction
                                                

                                                1 Stop Instruction is a car, LGV, PCV & motorbike training school. It provides the ability to book any motorcycle course online, including the CBT test and full motorbike licence courses.
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                                                    Julie Hyde
                                                

                                                Personal Information site of Julie Hyde, she is a leader of leaders. She's a disruptor and a powerful people enabler who helps leaders make big things happen. When leadership teams are in the trenches, battling to make headway in the fray, they call in the big guns.
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                                                    Nomadic
                                                

                                                It is an independent specialist tour operator offering affordable adventure holidays to Morocco. They provide a variety of exciting itineraries that are great value and a superb way to see a country along with like-minded people.
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                                                    Orlando4Villas
                                                

                                                If you are looking to rent a villa in Orlando Florida or Looking for Property Management then you can not choose better than Orlando4Villas, with Offices in both Orlando Florida and the UK to ensure our guest and owners receive the best possible service. 
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                                                    Mots Brighton
                                                

                                                We built this site in Drupal 7 and configured time slot booking for different services. Everyday have hourly time slots and once any slot is booked, the others users are not allowed to book the particular service on that slot.
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                                                    Southbank IT
                                                

                                                At Southbank-IT they believes IT Support should be about providing a bespoke service. They focus on providing competent professional IT strategic consultancy, support and telephony services to small and medium sized organisations.
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                                                    Oxbow Marina
                                                

                                                Oxbow Marina is a full service boating resort and offer full range of marine services.
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                                                    Yellingbo Gold (Extra Virgin Olive Oil)
                                                

                                                Yellingbo provide Extra Virgin Olive Oil, made using only traditional methods.
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                                                    Save Our Sons Charity Organisation
                                                

                                                Save Our Sons is a charity organization raising funds and awareness to help find a cure for Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy.
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                                                    Garda Online Services
                                                

                                                A Background screening solution website that provides recruitment solution. You may either sign up and login as client or user.
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                                                    Rileys Sports Bars
                                                

                                                Rileys Sports Bars are a national group of members clubs that offer you the perfect place to relax with a game of pool, snooker, or darts. Rileys also shows both Sky Sports and BT Sport on large screens in dedicated sports zones, with cold drinks and hot food available.
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                                                    Sylvanian website
                                                

                                                Toy-making website - Sylvanian Families let children craft their own stories, and helps them develop social skills and emotional intelligence through imaginative play. Sylvania is a sanctuary where everyone can be part of the family, letting children learn about relationships.
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                                                    YouCall-it.com
                                                

                                                Registered users can track the computer parts information by this CRM.
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                                                    Print services online
                                                

                                                Printing store - suppliers of quality printed Leaflets, Flyers, Brochures, Posters
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                                                    Aid Incorporated
                                                

                                                AID Inc's development vision Is to prevent and mitigate the impact of social and health problems of our communities, focusing on novel.
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                                                    Happy House Sitter
                                                

                                                Largest network of sitters and home owners.
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                                                    Direct Dispatch
                                                

                                                Best Car Shipping company, Auto-transportation, Auto- transporters. Direct Dispatch connects you directly with a carrier without the need for a broker or their fee.
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                                                    Real Estate photography
                                                

                                                PREPTours.ca (Professional Real Estate Photography) is excited to announce the addition of walk through video and aerial video to our product packages.
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                                                    Xylo Cleaf
                                                

                                                Its a surface innovations and technological exploration together with a supreme combination of architecture, interior and industrial design, offer the ideal result of a new generation of furnishing products.
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                                                    UK Car Park Management Android App
                                                

                                                This free app allows users to issue parking tickets to all those vehicles which park on his land/parking space(s) without permission. 
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                                                    Hull Forest Product
                                                

                                                Hullforest is a Blog. They provide high quality wood products, and wide plank flooring.
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                                                    RJ Engineering
                                                

                                                WE OFFER THE COMPLETE GARAGE SERVICE-providing a Main Dealer service without the Main Dealer costs. We offer a full professional tyre supply and fitting service from budget to performance which includes free fitting and wheel balancing on all new tyres and more.
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                                                    Risk Assessor Lite
                                                

                                                Risk Assessments are important and potentially lifesaving.
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                                                    Wedding Photo Swap
                                                

                                                Wedding Photo Swap helps to share photographs taken on wedding day of the user.
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                                                    Freight and Transportation Exchange
                                                

                                                FATE purpose is to provide a Web-based information exchange for all non-air modes of the global freight and transportation industry.
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                                                    Country Flavours
                                                

                                                Country flavours website provides wedding/event planner and catering services.
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                                                    Mind Body Fitness
                                                

                                                Here at MBF Personal Training celebrity trainer Dan and his colleagues will work with you to help you achieve your training goals and make you smile.
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                                                    The Flower Stand Chelsea 
                                                

                                                Luxury flowers delivered to your door from The Flower Stand.
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                                                    Narpsuk (Dog Walking Business)
                                                

                                                Narpsuk provides Pet Sitting Insurance, Pet Sitting Forms, Get Pet Sitting Work, and Pet Sitting Software.
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                                                    Concepts Unlimited
                                                

                                                Cud is a design company with experience in designing and drafting new homes, renovations, extensions, outdoor and living areas.
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                                                    Rebound Tag
                                                

                                                Rebound TAG is luggage finder service which works in all airports worldwide. once your bag is found you will be updated by the Rebound TAG system.
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                                                    Norfolk Independent Care
                                                

                                                Norfolk Independent Care (NIC) acts as an umbrella group for Norfolk’s Care Associations.
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                                                    Conversor Products
                                                

                                                This website provide product details for hearing aids and news about new launches of products for deaf peoples.
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                                                    Power Bronze
                                                

                                                Power bronze website provide collection of bike products to be available Internationally dealer network penetrating the globe.
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                                                    ETFGI LLP
                                                

                                                ETFGI is a wholly independent research and consultancy firm providing services to leading global institutional and professional investors, the global exchange traded fund and exchange traded product ecosystem, its Regulators and its advisers.
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                                                     Nation Zakat Foundation
                                                

                                                NZF is a social welfare website who collects the funds from all over the world via their website and help to needy in UK.
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                                                    Glyfada Paxos Beach
                                                

                                                Holiday villas rental on Paxos by Glyfada Beach.
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                                                    Anaheim University
                                                

                                                Its provides various certificate in TESOL,International Business and Sustainable Management.
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                                                    The Vintage Fridge Company
                                                

                                                The Vintage Fridge Company specialises in the refurbishment and supply of original Ice Boxs and vintage refrigerators.
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                                                    Victoria Health & Beauty
                                                

                                                It provides  manicures and pedicures, or indulge in a massage or a luxurious facial.
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                                                    Machinery Specialist
                                                

                                                B2C Machinery Sales. MachinerySpecialist is your expert portal for Recycling, Demolition and Material Handling equipment. Our goal is to connect suppliers and customers from all over the globe and allow buyers to find the best equipment to suit their exact requirements.
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                                                    Swapmeet
                                                

                                                Swapmeet is a new exciting Marketplace where you can buy and sell just about anything. Swapmeet is Proudly Australian owned and committed to supporting local communities through our Partner program.
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                                                    ReboundTag
                                                

                                                ReboundTAG uses every technology available to track a bag...we have worked with airlines to develop the superior luggage tag.
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                                                    On Tap Liquor
                                                

                                                Its is a firm whose aim is to assist existing and potential licensees with all aspects related to the regulation and processes of the liquor industry in Victoria.
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                                                    NessSupport
                                                

                                                Ness Application provides information regarding all product support, how a user can use products, trouble shooting help and addresses of our support centres.
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                                                    ICAEW Members
                                                

                                                Quick reference and calculations for National Insurance, stamp taxes, pensions, VAT and more. 
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                                                    Jaunty Twig
                                                

                                                Event application - The new Jaunty Twig interactive experience app allows you to upload your photos and then view them on a real-time basis at your event, along with those taken by your friends and other guests.
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                    Clients Love Us!

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                                                            
                                            
                                                
I am really happy with the solution provided by Dotsquares. My solution was delivered on time and I was kept updated on each and every stage of my product development. Before coming to Dotsquares I was not sure about what technology I should use for my e-commerce application. I was explained in detail about pros and cons of the technology and they convinced me to use ASP.NET. Five stars to them from my side. Keep up the good work.

                                                Venu. M. Nandamuri - Global Leadership Team 
				


				USA
				
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
I’m very happy to write this testimonial for the services I have purchased through Dotsquares. I have used this service three times now and I have found them remarkably quick and efficient. They are very clear about the service they can provide. Their charges are very fair and competitive.

                                                Valerie Richards - VAR Associates
				


				www.valerierichards.biz
				
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
I just wanted to send you a quick note to say thanks to you and your team for all of the fine work they have been providing for us. Project Manager has been a shining star in understanding our programs and vision and always has excellent input, suggestions and guidance in to what we are aiming to accomplish. He truly ‘gets’ what we’re doing. Additionally, Developers have been working diligently to meet deadlines under Project Manager’s guidance. The entire team has gone above and beyond to make last minute changes for us, even when it means sticking around a little later in the day when necessary to meet our requests and deadlines. I just though you should know. Thanks again and have a nice weekend.

                                                Tom Atto - Director 
				


				Hole in One Prize Packages - J. Ryder Group
				
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
Dotsquares have an excellent approach to web development, they pay close attention to the brief, they add their own ideas and then involve the client at every stage of the creative process. It Works!!

                                                Tim Hayes  - CEO
				


				The Peoples Web
				
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
Dotsquares has enabled us to achieve our goal of providing a fully interactive wedding gift list site – the first of its kind. Due to the nature of providing a new service, it is always reassuring to have dependable, competent coders behind you, which was definitely the case with Dotsquares.
Also, being prone to early mornings, I’ve found it incredibly useful to have a framework to post comments / documentation and discuss any issues with the developers before the rest of the UK wakes up.

                                                Tim Buick - Director
				


				Tailored Honeymoon
				
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
I am very pleased with the service I have received from “Dotsquares” in building my website. I was initially a bit sceptical and concerned, as I have a fairly specialist “niche” market, and had very clear ideas about how I wanted the website to look and I was not convinced that Dotsquares understood my needs sufficiently . However he was very “persuasive” and reassured me, and has proved that my fears were unfounded!
I was also very pleased with the speed with which he worked on the website and how promptly he responded to my queries – always with great courtesy. I have a very limited knowledge of computer technology, but he showed a lot of patience and understanding, and explained procedures to me in simple, non-technical language.
I think he and the team have produced a really high quality website at a very affordable cost. I have already had several very complimentary remarks made about it.
I won’t hesitate to use “Dotsquares” services again in the future, and would recommend them to others.

                                                Sue Williams - The Pink House, Brighton
				


				
				
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                                                    

                            
 
                        

                    

                

            

        
        
    
    
    

    
    
    
        
          

  
    
        
            
                	
                        Don't be shy

                        Why not tell us about your 
                                new project,
                            
                            your future dream job, or maybe you simply
                            want to talk over a cup of coffee.
                        

                    


            

            
                	
                        Subscribe.

                        Keep up to date with the latest offers, industry trends and technical announcements.
                        

                        Sign me up
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